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Technical Specifications

Dimensions 
Length ........................................................................................................................1050 mm
Width ...........................................................................................................................500 mm
Heigth ........................................................................................................................1250 mm

Table height
Manually adjustable from ......................................................................700 to 950 mm

Weight 
Grundausstattung (Standard) ....................................................................................75 kg

Compressed air
Nominal pressure...............................................................................................20 NI/6 bar

Power supply
Rated voltage .............................................................................................220V/50/60 Hz
AC vol ................................................................................................190V–240V, 50/60 Hz
Power consumption.................................................................................................0,7 kWh

Sewing System

Maximum sewing speed ................................................................................... 3000 rpm
Stitch length .........................................................................................................1,0–7,0 mm
Needle system ......................................................................................................134R, DP5
Needle size............................................................................................................90–110 Nm

Examples of output

Dependent of the seam length

Working Station for endless zipper
operation special for car coverEWS 9987

The sewing machine EWS 9987 it’s a designed workplace 
for sewing endless zipper special on covering hoods of 
automobiles.

Advantages

Simple operation

Quick learning process

Automatically cutting of the fabric in the center

Manometer to adjust sewing foot pressure

Basic equipment

l Sewing head Brother T-8720C-005 
l Drive Efka DC, AC 220 V, 50 / 60 Hz                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
l Automatically cutting the fabric
l Pneumatic pressure foot adjustment

Working Station for endless zipper
operation special for car coverEWS 9987

Special machines

Automatic short seamer machines

Automatic joining seam machines

Engineered workstations

Automatic pocket welting

Automatic serging units

More than 6,000 sewing machines worldwide

Since the year 2000, we develop and produce automatic sewing systems for the HAKA and
DOB production and market them all over the world. Among others, our range of products
include automatic piping pocket, closing seam and serging units as well as engineered work-
station

Ranging from the development and construction right up to installation and programming,
we complete all work steps in our company in Germany. In this manner, we can ensure uni-
form and consistently high quality in all stages of production.

Our sewing systems provide functional and process-optimised solutions. We develop small 
quantities of special machines for specific customer requirements. We shall be pleased to
prepare a unique offer even for you.



Manometer to adjust sewing foot pressure Pneumatic presser foot lifting Center knife for cutting the fabric and zipper guide Variable speed of center knife motor

Performance Profile

The sewing machine EWS 9987 it’s a desig-
ned workplace for sewing endless zipper
with simultaneously cutting the center of
the fabric.

The speed of the center knife motor it's fully
adjustable.

Production Process

While press the foot pedal backward, the se-
wing foot lift up and you place the fabric
under the foot. Then press foot pedal for-
ward, the machine start sewing and the zip-
per comes automatically from the role.

Advantages

4 Simple operation

 4Quick learning process

4Automatically cutting of the fabric in 
the center

4Manometer to adjust sewing foot 
pressure

 

Sample seam

Sample with zipper on a cover hood

EWS 9987 Working Station for endless zipper
operation special for car cover

Car cover with zipper


